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MAY THIS YEAR BE
HAPPY, FULFILLING AND
PROSPEROUS! Whatever
the year brings a positive
attitude and a belief that all
will be well and continue to
work toward that end . . . all
will be good. I am not sure
any of us could ask for more
than that given that the Holy
Bible has God Almighty
creating all we know and
simply claiming that it was
good. I’m just saying.

A QUOTE FOR THE NEW
YEAR THAT IS 2018 ~
The last fire of many that
have blazed on my hearth
these twelve months gone is
fast sinking into ashes. I do
not care to revive its expiring
flame, because I find its slow
fading
into
darkness
harmonious with the hour
and the thought which

comes with it as the shadow
follows the cloud. While it is
true that our division of time
into
years
is
purely
conventional, and finds no
recognition or record on the
great dial face of the
heavens, no man can be
quite oblivious of it. New
Year's eve is like every other
night; there is no pause in
the march of the universe,
no breathless moment of
silence among created things
that the passage of another
twelve months may be
noted; and yet no man has
quite the same thoughts this
evening that come with the
coming of darkness on other
nights.
The
vast
and
shadowy stream of time
sweeps on without break,
but the traveler who has
been journeying with it
cannot be entirely unmindful
that he is perceptibly nearer
the end of his wanderings.
~Hamilton Wright Mabie
(1846–1916), "New Year's
Eve," c.1885

SO . . . WHAT’S IN
YOUR WALLET?

2018

Just a metaphor for what
plans for this year are in
store. What resolutions are
you going to make and
possibly break I wonder. I
say forget resolutions and all
through the year take some
time to live like you are as
free as a child living in the
moment as if nothing else
matters. Remember those
days?

A very long time ago I
personally decided to not
make any more new year’s
resolutions and I have stuck
to it every year since.

A HAIKU FOR POPS
He was my hero
My best friend no longer here
He was my Father

HANGGANG SA MULI
UNTIL NEXT TIME,
Pito Antas
Guro Dennis

